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Contributions of multilateral partners to the GAVI Alliance

- **UNICEF**: Purchases vaccines for GAVI & provides technical support
- **WHO**: Technical/data support, programme advisor, prequalifies GAVI-employed vaccines
- **The World Bank**: Partner in programme implementation and financing activities

Leading Group meeting, Helsinki
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How GAVI benefits from IF mechanisms

Innovative Finance

- IFFIm
- AMC
- GAVI Matching Fund

“More money for health, more health for the money”
How GAVI benefits from IF mechanisms

- IFFIm
- AMC
- GAVI Matching Fund

- Predictable & flexible
- Market shaping
- Private sector resources

- “More money for health, more health for the money”
- Proven effective and efficient
IF instruments advance GAVI’s work

IFFIm

Frontloading makes vaccines available sooner, offers predictability and flexibility

US$ 3.7bn raised
US$ 6.3bn pledged
IF instruments advance GAVI’s work

AMC

Incentivises vaccine production & supply, helps with market shaping

US$ 3.7bn raised
US$ 6.3bn pledged

US$ 1.5bn funded
IF instruments advance GAVI’s work

GAVI Matching Fund
Brings resources, business skills, advocacy & visibility

US$ 3.7bn raised
US$ 6.3bn pledged
US$ 1.5bn funded

US$ 39m + US$ 39m matched
US$ 130m + US$ 130m total goal
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The GAVI Matching Fund – Update

Leading Group, Tokyo:
GAVI Matching Fund idea, goals presented
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The GAVI Matching Fund – Update

Donor match
Partner contribution

2010 2011

Leading Group, Bamako: Discussion of launch, progress: US$ 32m
The GAVI Matching Fund – Update

Helsinki: Ramp up - $78m, securing advocacy, visibility & business expertise
The GAVI Matching Fund – Update

Featured immunisation during Sport Relief BBC telethon viewed by 6 million in the UK
1.5 million SMS messages sent during rollout of two new vaccines in Ghana.
The GAVI Matching Fund – Update

Partnership allows GAVI countries to tap into Vodafone's mobile telephony technology.
The GAVI Matching Fund at WEF

- World Economic Forum in Davos: GAVI just hosted 2nd annual CEO breakfast
- Attended by Bill Gates, senior UK officials, Chairs & CEOs
- CNBC attended in 2012, filmed in 2013

CEO breakfasts at Davos during WEF
Summary: GAVI is effective & efficient

“GAVI is delivering on its promise of providing reliable, long-term and stable funding for children’s vaccination”

Ban Ki-moon
UN Secretary-General